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COMFORT - MOBILITY -  INDEPENDENCE

Fabrics
Liberty Healthcare understand the importance of making your adjustable bed look
modern and inviting. Our Cosmetic Accessories give you choices of 7 Fabric
colours. 
Alternative fabrics are available from Warwick Fabrics.  The Warwick range would
incur additional pricing.

Headboard Designs
Liberty Healthcare offer a choice of 3 Padded Headboard Designs.
Standard Specifications – 1200mm high with 90mm Depth
Custom Height available.

Cuba Hudson Porsha

Footboards
We offer 2 footboard heights 
High – 580mm & Low – 290mm
Heights can be customised to suit
your bed or personal requirements.

Cosmetic Accessories
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*10 year Steel Frame warranty

Side Surrounds or Bed Skirts
Additional Bed Dressing, for those wishing a more personalised touch.

Optional Accessories

Battery Backup
Uninterruptible Power System 2 x AC Output points, and a USB Port.  

Bed Rails
We offer a choice of 2 different design bed rails.

Rail Covers
Our covers are made to suit either bed rails. They are padded and
come in your chosen bed upholstered colour

Side Grip Handle
Our side grip handles are bolted to the bed frame and are very solid and sturdy for
those requiring support when getting out of bed or to assist with rolling in bed.

Mattress Support Brackets
Prevent your mattress moving when you are getting in or out of bed. 

Variable Lockable Castor Options
Liberty Healthcare beds are supported by Superior Grade, non-marking, high
shock absorption lockable castors. 
These are available in sizes: 50mm/75mm/100mm/125mm also providing
the option of feet for those not requiring the bed to move or the benefit of
the lowest possible bed height in its resting position

Liberty Over bed Table
Split over bed table Lip edging, C Shape frame and height adjustable.
Specifications
Total Length 950mm
Flat Section 270 x 400mm
Tilting Section 800 x 400mm
Height Maximum 1130mm – Lowest 720mm

Joystick Bed Controller
Assists end users with gross hand and finger movement disabilities. Corded
handset is also supplied for carer ease. The Joystick can be mounted on to a flexible
Switch Mount with a multi-clamp. The flexible section is 55cm long and has a sturdy
18mm diameter with a strong clamp to anchor onto all kinds of surfaces.


